WHITE MOUNTAINS COMMUNITY COLLEGE  
2020 Riverside Drive, Berlin, NH 03570

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION CERTIFICATE  
TRANSCRIPT CHECKLIST

Minimum Credit Hours Required 25

MAJOR SPECIALIZATION - (19 Credits)

ECE112 Child Growth & Development (3) ___  
ECE113 ECE Practicum I (4) ___  
ECE114 Health, Safety and Nutrition (3) ___  
ECE117 Learning Environments (3) ___  
ECE118 Infant/Toddler Curriculum (3) ___

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

ECE120 Introduction to Early Intervention (3) ___  
ECE216 Understanding Children with Special Needs (3) ___  
EDU101 Intro to Exceptionalities (3) ___

LIBERAL ARTS - (6 Credits)

ENG120 College Composition (3) ___  
ENG214 Children's Language and Literature (3) ___

Students are required to take ECE112 according to New Hampshire Licensing requirements.

All courses required unless otherwise indicated.